Pick Your Own Pathway
Student Preview
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What is Available?

There are 12 different templates for you to choose from, broken up into two categories: Classic and Themed.

**Classic** templates are simple color combinations with different font styles for the headings, buttons, and page numbers.

**Themed** templates focus on specific types of stories you may write, and are more detailed with backgrounds and decorations.

**IMPORTANT NOTE:** The fonts used in these templates are for decoration only, and are not available to type your story with. You will insert your own text boxes (or voice recordings) into each slide with your own choice of fonts.
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Next Steps

Each template preview will show 2 slides - one is the title page, and the other is a typical “blank” page where your story will be inserted. The blank space in the title page is for you to insert the specific name and/or illustration of your own story.

Once you've looked at all of the choices, take note of which template you want to use. Your teacher will collect everyone's choices and then share that template with you either through Google Classroom, or through a direct sharing link.

Be sure that the file you receive is a copy and that it is yours to edit - if needed, change the name of file to include your name/class/block.
Please Remember...

Each slide has room for you to insert pictures, drawings, and writing. These parts will be created by you!

Clickable buttons have been created and linked for all slides in the templates. If you delete/change/move them, your finished project will not work correctly.

The template backgrounds cannot be changed. If you want to start from scratch and use your own colors and design, choose the blank template that has the buttons only.

Your template will have a page at the very end that has the pathways for you to map out. When you have finished your project, don’t forget to delete that slide!
The Templates!
PICK YOUR OWN PATHWAY

Classic: Watermelon/Mint

NAME:
Classic: Watermelon/Mint
PICK YOUR OWN PATHWAY

Classic:
Brownie/Teal
Classic: Brownie/Teal
Pick Your Own Pathway

Name:

Classic: Dark Red/
Dark Blue
Classic: Dark Red/Dark Blue
PICK YOUR OWN PATHWAY

NAME:

Classic: Light Orange/Light Blue
Classic: Light Orange/Light Blue
Pick Your Own Pathway

Name:

Classic: Dark Green/Cyan
Classic: Dark Green/Cyan
Pick Your Own Pathway

Name:

Classic: Dark Grey/Light Grey
Classic: Dark Grey/Light Grey
Pick Your Own Pathway

Name:

Themed: Water/Ocean/Summer
Pick Your Own Pathway

Themed: Disaster!

Name:
Themed: Disaster!
Themed: Outer Space
PICK YOUR OWN PATHWAY

Themed: Sports

Name:
Themed: Sports
Themed: Technology
Themed: Medieval
Themed: Medieval
Pick Your Own Pathway.

Blank: White/Black Buttons

Click to Begin